
 

 
 

Asbestos   Cottage,   Kahurangi   National   Park  
 
The   first   section   of   track   is   easy   walking   along   the   broad   disused   mine   access   road,   through   beech   and  
manuka   forest.   Tree   canopies   from   either   side   of   the   path   knit   together   overhead   creating   a   light-dappled  
corridor   of   green.   
On   approaching   the   disused   asbestos   mine,   the   vegetation   thins   and   the   serpentine   rock,   from   which   the  
green   asbestos   fibres   were   extracted,   become   prominent.   The   Hume   Pipe   Company   operated   the   quarry  
between   1943   and   1963,   at   its   peak   extracting   around   5000   tonnes   of   high-grade   asbestos   a   year.   Today,  
gnarled   boots,   broken   shovel-heads   and   other   rusty   relics   of   the   era   are   strewn   across   the   mining   site,   though  
most   have   been   collected   into   a   pile   around   the   directional   signage   that   lets   you   know   Asbestos   Cottage   is  
30-minutes   away.  
The   true   seclusion   of   the   cottage   becomes   apparent   as   it’s   approached.   It’s   not   until   you   step   across   Camp  
Creek   and   bash   up   a   short   steep   slope   that   you   see   it,   suddenly   only   metres   in   front   in   all   its   red   corrugated  
glory.  
Originally   built   by   asbestos   miners   in   1897,   the   cottage   is   over   100   years   old.   Excavation   work   in   the   late  
1990s   uncovered   a   number   of   tools   and   other   relics   which   adorn   the   inside   of   the   building.  
From   the   cottage,   it   is   a   30-minute   walk   to   the   Bullock   Track   which   leads   onto   Cobb   Ridge.   An   unmaintained  
track   directly   behind   the   cottage   also   leads   to   the   ridge.   An   early   start   or   an   overnight   stay   could   turn   this   into  
a   loop   walk   as   the   ridge   eventually   joins   up   with   the   Cobb   Dam   Road   again.  
 
 
 
Wild   File  
Access    From   Cobb   Dam   Road,   2km   past   the   powerhouse  
Grade    Easy  
Time    3.5   -   4   hours   return  
Distance    5km   to   hut  
Total   ascent    730m  
Accommodation    Asbestos   Cottage   (free,   four   bunks)  
Topo50   map    BP24  
 
 
Elevation   Profile  
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Disclaimer :   While   every   effort   has   been   made   to   map   this   route   correctly,    Wilderness    does   not   accept   responsibility   for   any   errors.   Users   should   plan   their   routes   and   gather   as   much   information   as  

possible   before   departing.   The   GPX   file   associated   with   this   route   has   been   drawn   using   Memory-Map   software,   version   6.   Use   descretion   when   following   the   route,   especially   when   no  
track   is   marked   on   the   map.    The   GPX   file   in   these   cases   are   a   ‘best   guess’   of   the   route   only.   Users   should   use   a   combination   of   GPS,   visual   observations,   maps   and   compass   to   find  
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